DIAL MOUNTINGS

6000G AND 6000J

1. GENERAL

1.01 This section covers dial mountings for P.B.X. boards and dust covers to seal the space between the dial and dial mounting.

2. DIAL MOUNTINGS

2.01 Two types of dial mountings are provided, namely, the 6000G (37°) for use on Stromberg-Carlson manufactured boards, and the 6000J (33°) for use on Western Electric manufactured boards.

2.02 Where 6000G mountings are found on existing Western Electric boards and the mounting prevents the key shelf from being raised fully, substitute a 6000J mounting. This will eliminate the necessity for relocating the keyshelf brace.

3. DUST COVERS

3.01 A dust cover coded P-284229 is now supplied with both of the above mentioned dial mountings as part of the adapter. However, since earlier stocks were not so equipped, repairmen on trouble or inspection visits should check for their presence and place them when missing.